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TWIN CITY 

ROD and GUN CLUB’S 

2024 SUMMER TRAP LEAGUE 

 
 League begins May 6th!!! 
 Summer trap league shoots on Monday and Tuesday  evenings - 5:30 

pm to 8:30 pm. 
 5-person teams. 
 Open shooters welcome! 
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Twin City Rod and Gun Summer Trap 
 
 

 5- Person Teams; May have up to 3 Subs 
 League shooters are required to log 20 league  

rounds prior to season end. 
 Shooters are allowed one ‘Mulligan” per season.   

- Must be called before leaving the trap field. 
 Shooters may shoot multiple rounds in one night.  
 Shoot Monday, Tuesday, or both nights! 
 Shoot individually or as a team. 
 Shoot open or league rounds. 

 
 $100 team fee. 
 $5 per round; $3 per round for youth shooters 
 Must be a club member to shoot League 
 New League shooters are required to have 3 league 

rounds scored by May 28th. 
 Sign up using the attached registration sheet or in 

person. 
 

 
 Shooters are expected to help score. 
 A "Robo Call" will be sent out to announce closures 

due to weather and such. 
 Non-League shooters are welcome! 
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check box for 

Captain
Shooter Number First name

Club membership 

Expiration Date

(Sub)

(Sub)

(Sub)

DATA ENTERED
Received by:

- Please print cearly

- list shooters in normarl squad line up

- enter shooter number -  if new shooter see the trap desk for a number
- Club membership must be current

- Scores may not be posted or counted towards team scores if membership has or is expired

- This Roster must be completely filled out before the end of May
- Pre-Pay punch cards are encouraged - see the trap desh for more information

Team Name
Sponsor Name TRAP TEAM ROSTER

TEAM ROSTER

TWIN CITY ROD AND GUN CLUB

Last name Phone

0

By signing above , the Team Captain, acknowledges receipt of theTWIN CITY ROD AND GUN CLUB TRAPSHOOTING & LEAGUE SAFETY RULES.  You further acknowledge 
that you and your team have read, understand, and accept each of the mentioned policy(s) in its/ there entirety. 

Sponsor Fee $100.00

Date fee received:

 


